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I.

INTRODUCTION

A.

Transnational Legal Problems
of Goods Transactions.
The growing

national
ential

quality

and vital to the shaping
the world.

tages on production
countries

exporting

specific

advantages

products

or disadvantages

tion technologies,

and eventually,

advan-

themselves

importing

in which other countries
1). Furthermore,

or

have

supported

in transportation

the atmosphere

in both national
Various

by

and communica-

traffic

national

societal,

ests, have engaged
Consequently,

described

legal systems
legal systems,

political

built to serve different

harmonizing

econo-

of goods has
economic

and order.

Globally,

different

influ-

among different

to specialize

the international

Sale
inter-

in comparative

a key role in the shaping of today global

management

law.

national

potentials

each country

rapid and steady progress

itself

Differences

manufacturing,

of today's

is unquestionably

of current

and marketing

have driven

in producing,

played

and quantity

sales of goods activities

mies throughout

in International

above also reflects

and international
each developed

and economlC

traditions

and even divergent,

national

each other in transnational

the traditional

international

such transnational

relations
1

within
and
inter-

relations.

law purpose

of

under the principle

2
of peaceful

co-existence

solve current
interests

economic

community

inevitably,

have been stressed

principle

of co-operation

it is apparent

and, eventually,

simplicity

law 4). This is particularly
national
complex

trade and business
and intertwining

or private
intervening

entities
national

uniformity,

in regulating

subjects

international

in the field of inter-

interrelations

government

legal certainty

interrelations

which operate

from various

of

issues and resolv-

of modern

obvious

objectives

are

in international

out of transnational

various

the

and legal matters

development

international

among different

such as the

and, in particular,

that the primary

and fundamental

arising

law. Some new

law to serve as

relations,

operational,

law is to create

ing problems

of developmen-

3)

As far as technical,

such dynamic

national

toward the function

international

in international

of justice, solidarity

to

lead the international

in international

principle

concerned,

Divergent

perspective

of the traditional

new principles

to be ineffective

types and intensities

to use different

and purpose
values

have,

2).

problems

and different

tal problems

was proven

mainly within

between

individuals

states, not to mention
policies

the

that have to be

taken into consideration.
In addition
goods,

however,

to the field of international
some important

sal rules have been carried
particularly

efforts

sales of

to establish

out with significant

with the adoption

of various

univer-

success,

of multilateral

3
conventions
doubts,
always

on various

however,

legal issues 5). There were some

whether

be as effective

ly in cases

involving

policies

consider

such governmental
parties,

which,

in turn, could affect

global

trade and economy?

arrive

at the question

tional)

to be, especialMoreover,

endowed with their freedom

engagements?

limitations

rules" will

interests.

their own respective

in their private

there be certain

~international

as they are supposed

how far should private
to contract,

these

national

laws and

Are there, and should

imposed on their autonomy,
the whole mechanism

From these questions

of whether

domestic

of free

we will also

(private

interna-

law systems would be able to be fully functional,

should

they yield to the growing

tional

law. In the subsequent

questions

rules of public

chapters

interna-

of this paper the

set forth above will be further elaborated,

only within

the context

or

of the international

but

sale of goods

transactions.

B.

Choice of Law Problems
Goods Contracts
It is common

the existence

issues.

consent

is characterized

had reach a mutual

In sales transactions

signified

by the seller's

to purchase

Sale of

to all major legal traditions

of an agreement

that the parties

in International

this agreement

consent

particular

of terms that include, ~

consent

that

by the fact

on particular
is usually

to sell and the buyer's

goods 6), under an agreed

the price and quantity

goods, date and means of performance.

of the

This agreement

is

set

c
4
usually
or

reached whenever

an offer from one party

the counter-offeror)
Although

is accepted

the aforementioned

apply to either domestic
transactions

factual
volve

or international

sales of goods

that exist within

a possible

various

element".

to choice

of law ques-

"international

such sales contracts

surrounding

application

countries

7).

will naturally

8), issues that relates

occurrence

by the other party

elements

tions will only arise due to certain
ele ments"

(the offer-

a sales contract

of the different

can, virtually,

and, in most cases,

9). Any

which

in-

laws of

be seen as a "foreign

such elements

originated

from

the facts that:
(1). under their freedom
consented
govern

to choose

to contract,

the law of a particular

their contract,

(2). the sales transaction
whose places
countries

(4)

have
country

to

or partially;

is concluded

between

are located

parties

in different

10).,
involves

to another

to be effected
where

wholly

of business

(3). the transaction
country

the parties

goods to be shipped

country,

or the delivery

in a country different

the contract

and the conclusion

been effected

through

In practice,
facts are present

of which

is

from the state

is concluded;

the formation

that took place

from one

of the contract

has

the acts of offer and acceptance

in different

countries.

it is not uncommon,
and intertwined

however,

that those

to each other within

a

5

single

transaction.

of business
agreed

For instance,

are located

in different

to submit their contract

from their own respective
It is important
national

the buyer.

a single

without

international
major

national

sales contract

transactions

b.

the financing

c.

insurance

between

set of subsequent

is considered

sales transaction

a.

normally

other than the initial

usually

more

the seller and
an

legal relations
seller and

essential

relationship

made subsequent

simply
the whole

arrangement

to an inter-

of the goods;

of the purchased

of goods against

Other

for instance

to the shipment

while they were shipped

involves

will be non-existent.

include,

relating

that an inter-

itself only represents

it as the underlying

transactions

might have

laws 11).

sales contract

The sales contract

because

countries,

to note, at this point,

of a more complex

that involve parties
buyer.

national

The sales agreement

whose places

to a third law, different

sales of goods transaction

than merely

element

the parties

goods;

risks of loss or damage

to the predetermined

destina-

tion.
Of course,
national
private

from a national

transactions
international

Foreign
tions,

elements

such as various

foreign country
transportation

legal point of view,

usually

fall within

such inter-

the domain of

law 12).
present
places

in these kind of transacof business

where goods are located,

of the parties,
transnational

of the goods, are the main factors that

6
indicate

to a court that it must determine

is faced with a private
whether,
methods

as a consequence,

respect

to the court's

problems

determinations

and

particular

the applicable

it. Some relevant

or not it

law issue 13),

it has to utilize

and rules to determine

the issue before
with

international

whether

law to resolve

that may arise
are the follow-

ing:
how far can the principle
parties

to choose

of party autonomy

the applicable

enable

the

law to govern their

contract;
when

should a court's

choice

of law clauses

decision

in disregarding

and, instead,

applying

such
its own

law, be justified;
how should
absence
should

a court decide

of effective
a court,

contractual

choice of law by the parties;

in such cases, place

tral or disinterested

cases in the

itself as a neu-

forum and decide

a case accord-

ingly, or does it have to invoke its local or domestic
governmental
Under
tion

interests.

the early rule of locus re~it actum, determina-

on the applicable

to a contract
factor",

law and on other

was done by resorting

namely

tract. Influenced
expansion

to a single

the place of contracting

whose law would be applied

"connecting

(locus contractus)

to govern all matters

by, among others

in international

issues that relates

things,

in a con-

the ever growing

trade, more appropriate

and

c
7
realistic

rules and principles

such international
veloped

transactions

as one possible
ing factors,

contact

and domicile

to be evaluated

or nationality

factors

is factually
and elements

Unfortunately,

surrounding

previously

either on contractual

expended

conflict

to promoting

trends towards

agreements

either between

international

organizations

rela-

by states law to

on matters

of national

international

and

and the resulting

spurred efforts

the development

by the ever growing

predictability

trade and other economic

to the domain

of laws or private

or on

are more often an

rules and regulations

belonged

law

court system or in real

such disparities

that initially

universal

taking all

it into account.

It has also been these disparities

develop

trated

and,

in international

difficulties

should

the place where a

localized,

private

a national

settings,

other legal subjects,

tions.

consideration

international

be it within

uniformity

focused on the

domestic

systems,

to efforts

Under

rules and approaches

in various

obstacle

of

due to different

utilized

international

of determining

and legally

places

of the parties.

as such. Instead,

be given to the problem
contract

with other connect-

the issue is no longer

of contracting

de-

has since been treated

such as the place of performance,

such circumstances,
place

in resolving

were eventually

The place of contracting

14).

business,

to be applied

which

systems of

law 15). These

of universal

rules are

illus-

number of international

states or under the auspices
to set international

of

standard

of

------------------------8

conduct

to be applied

ships 16). However,
still questionable

in non-state

at least from a theoretical
whether

recognition

rules will bring assurance
choice

of conduct

of paramount

economic

importance,

trade and economic

within

the scope of the private

to current

conflicts

law theories

Although
efforts

as whether

This matter

that this
and prac-

it is clear that the

to build a unified,
trade,

the current

has sufficiently

problems

chapter of this paper.

in international

system of international

is necessary

that objective.

solutions

come

law systems

it is also necessary

supports

tional legal machinery
achieve

international

international

a harmonized

ther inquiry

from interna-

and how the probable

to the problem.

author of this paper
at least,

has

should exclusively

of rights and obligations

public

tices relevant

of results

arising

practices

might be avoided,

study examine

in which

on choice of law issues that might arise

sale of goods contracts,
therefrom

with the current

countries.

focusing

from the creation

of international

it seems rather unrealistic

that disputes

tional

While

it is

concerning

relations

and predictability

to keep on insisting

of one or another

aspects

In any case, consistent

in international

uniformity

angle,

that involve two or more legal systems,

will be resolved.
development

relation-

of such international

that all problems

of law, and other technical

sales transactions

become

transnational

provided

and certain

will be discussed

or

fur-

internathe tool to
possible
in the third

9

ENDNOTES

(1) Basically, this process of exchange of goods is based
on the law of comparative advantage where each country can
produce one particular commodity less expensively than it
can be produced in other particular country so that each
will have an advantage in the production of one particular
commodity and disadvantage in the production of other
product. See ~enerally, KINDLEBERGER, International Economics (1976).
(2) For further discussion, see VERWEY, The United Nations
and the Least Developed Countries:An Exploration in the Grey
Zones of International Law, in JERZY MAKARCZYK (ed.), Essays
in International Law in Honour of Judge Manfred Lachs
(1984), at 561.
(3) See FRIEDMANN, The Chan~in~ Structure of International
Law (1964), pp. 60,61j see also STARKE, Introduction to
International Law (1984), pp. 359 et seQ.
(4) It was stated that " ... [a] subject of modern international law is considered to be an entity capable of
possessing international rights and duties and endowed with
the capacity to take certain types of action on the
international plane"j See, HENKIN et aI, INTERNATIONAL LAW,
CASES AND MATERIAL (1987), p.228. International subject,
under this definition, may then refers to any entity which,
depending on various context, satisfy the above qualities.
(5) Numerous efforts have been given to put various matters
into international convention ,~,
in subjects such as the
taking of evidence abroad in civil or commercial matters,
settlement of investment and trade disputes, controlling
restrictive business practices, protection of foreign
property against nationalization
and expropriations.
(6) In international sales of goods transactions, the
definition of "goods" can raise some theoretical conflictual
problems, particularly, because different laws can have
different meaning and different scope of application of the
term. This matter will be discussed further in its relation
to the United Nations Convention on Contracts of Interna(7) Based on the common law "mirror image rule" alteration
made by an offeree on the original offer could constitute a
counter-offer and a contract would not have been created
until the original offeror assent to the proposed alteration, either by acceptance or by performance. See ~enerally,
ROHWER & COE, 1980 Vienna Convention, in CAMPBELL & ROHWER

10

(eds. ), Le~al Aspects
(1984), at 236,237.

of International

Business

Transactions

(8)

In purely domestic setting such validity test should be
accomplished in accordance with the domestic law. In the
United States, where the Uniform Commercial Code is adopted
by all the States (except Louisiana) such test would be
accomplished according to the law of the forum. See ~enerallY CRAMTON, CURRIE, & KAY, Conflict of Laws (1987).
(9) This notion is based on the concept that private international law, or conflict of laws, is that branch of law
that generally comes into operation whenever a court is
seized with a case containing
foreign elements, and hence,
raising the probable question of what law should be applied,
which court has legitimate jurisdiction over the case, and,
eventually, how far is the court obliged to recognize and
enforce foreign judgments. See ~enerally CHESHIRE, Private
International Law (1974).
(10) In fact, under Article 1(1) of the United Nations
Convention on Contracts for the International Sales of Goods
(Vienna 1980), a sales transaction bears its international
character only because .the parties have places of business
in different (contracting) states, Discussed further in
chapter III, infra, p 53.
(11) This will also be the case if the parties agreed to
submit their contract to be governed by a particular international formal instrument (treaty or convention), such as
the UN Convention on Contract of International Sales of
Goods.
(12) Conflict of laws, according to Professor R.H. Graveson,
is: " ...that branch of law which deals with cases in which
some relevant fact has a connection with another system of
law ... and may
... raise a question as to the application
of one's own or the appropriate alternative (usually foreign) law to the determination of the issues,
". See
GRAVESON, Conflict of Laws (1974), p.3.
(13) Usually referred
necting factors.

to as the 'primary function'

of con-

(14) In cases where the parties meet physically to each
other the theory is usually clear, that the place where the
parties meet and conclude the contract will become the locus
contractus. But, whether substantial connection between that
place and the transaction should exist or not, is another
matter.
(15) With the development of the new transnational law of
international trade or lex mercatoria, however, private

11

international law issues arising from international sale of
goods transactions are expected to decrease. See HORN &
SCHMITHOFF (eds.), The Transnational Law of International
Commercial Transactions (1982), pp. 21, 22; But see ~enerallx, KEITH HIGHET, The Eni~ma of the Lex Mercatoria, 63
TUL.L.REV. 613 (1988).
(16)
See. e.~. The United Nations Convention on the Carriage
of Goods by Sea (1978), The U.N. Convention on Contracts for
the International Sales of Goods (1980), and other related
draft conventions which are expected to receive wide acceptance in the near future, such as, the draft conventions on
The Applicable Law to Contracts for the International Sales
of Goods (1985), or The International Bills of Exchange and
International Promissory Notes (1987); See also, Incoterms
(ICC Pub. No. 350, 1980) or The Uniform Customs and Practices for Documentary Credits (ICC Pub. No. 400, 1983 Rev.).

********************

II.

CHOICE OF LAW ISSUES
CONTRACTS
A.

distinguished

the parties

to bargain

their rights
the general
legitimate
maintaining

created

law of contracts
expectations

Accordingly,

and, thus, to a certain

predictability

is usually

of laws or private

specific

associated

choose the governing

law is not applied.

connection

contracts.

to

this context,

unfairness
However,

law as the sole concern

12

party autonomy
to

thus adding

expectations

to the parties,

to choose

to

the
if such

it will be rather mis-

of conflict

Such an issue represents

foreign

of the parties

contract,

of parties'

the realm

to the laws other

to see the issue of party autonomy

governing

the parties

law on con-

containing

law for their

of fundamental

behind

degree,

within

international

to the intention

the scope of the protection
avoidance

will of

of results.

has also been prevailing

or having

is

the policy

has been to protect

that than the lex fori. Within

leading

under the autonomous

that deals with transactions

elements

as they are

over and to agree upon the terms of

and obligations.

This policy
of conflict

feature of contracts,

from other types of legal transactions,

that they are basically

chosen

SALE OF GOODS

Introduction
The predominant

tracts

IN INTERNATIONAL

the

of laws on

only a part, however

13

important

it maybe,

determine

the proper

of a broader

issue, namely,

law of the contract

fact that;jthe parties

have, expressly

chosen

law to govern

the applicable

doctrines

and approaches

the Civil

Law 1)

As far as contractual
to a certain
theories,

extent,

of laws 3)

Law 2)

by some other prior modern

for the ongoing

on Conflict

offers the

search

in American

of laws approaches

conflict

of laws. On one hand, the 2nd Restatement

degree,

for a more "balanced

with a set of guidelines

law principles

in resolving

retaining

simplicity

are maintained.

major objectives

promoted

system"

provides

cases.

of results,

Initially

predictability,

and

they were also the

in the traditional

approach.

On

also offers

amount of flexibility

from the use of rigid

to "localize"
ing factors

by refraining

conflict

and general

ered in choice

By introducing

choice of law policy

of law decision

making,

tions of such rules are greatly
ment approach.
accommodate

considerable

rules or single connecting

a transaction.

This flexibility,

several

factors
connect-

to be consid-

mechanical

lessened

applica-

in the 2nd Restate-

to a certain

most of the highlighted

of

To a certain

the other hand, the 2nd Restatement

and encompassing

of

to be used as the choice

conflict

uniformity

within

and, perhaps

conflict

courts

Various

traditions.

the 2nd Restatement)

solution

of the

on the matter,

of the Second Restatement

(hereinafter,

best compromise

their contract.

issues are concerned

enhanced

the approach

regardless

or by implication,

have emerged

and in the Common

how to

features

extent does

of various

14
modern

doctrines

that have been highly

rigid single-rule
Secti~

6 of the 2nd Restatement

of law policies

mining

the applicable

tional

or domestic

relationship,
that place

by a court

law, in the absence

statutory

restrictions

in deter-

of any constituon choice

of law

a court should localize

which an issue has the most significant
and accordingly,

to govern

the 2nd Restatement
most significant

apply the substantive

the issue presented.
approach

sections,

to be used when other methods
to choose

which appear

either

law of

Thus, the core of

lies in the concept

relationship"

2nd Restatement's

party autonomy

sets out the general

to be considered

In light of these policies,

the place with

to such

approach.

choice

issues.

critical

of "the

in most of the

as a residuary

provision

fail 4), or as a limitation

the applicable

on

law in contractual

issues.
Some commentator
descendant

perceived

of the "center

this concept

of gravity"

as a direct

theory

5) where a

court look at the place which has "the most significant
contacts

with the matter

in dispute

..." 6). While this

notion may be true, at least from a historical
a conceptual

significance

ment approach,

ascertained

the 2nd Restate-

that is, that the state with the most signif-

icant relationship
connecting

does exist within

perspective,

is determined

by examining

a list of

factors with the issue at hand, in light of
general

choice

of law policies.

The list alter-

nates from one substantive

issue to another

and the relative

15
importance
respect

of each of these factors must be determined

to each issue in a case. Just because,

with

to a certain

,

extent,

thi£)test

decision

making

may lead a court to resort to ad hoc

in "localizing"

the transaction,

not mean that it may do so in an arbitrary
At first

glance,

that this concept
connection"
ries 8).
English
nation

concept

bears some resemblances

analysis

as a whole.

approach

determining

most densely
Initially,
indicate

grouped

use,

are evenly

11).

distributed

tip the balance

are
10)

as "real",
in iden-

it will also

among different
in arbitrary

towards

by referring

to a contract

and,

with cases where the con-

so that a court has to, perhaps

12). Additionally,

of

to be used to

Furthermore,

places,

the law applicable

such contacts

factors

factors

places

aspect

it used to

it has its difficulties

if confronted

fashion,

over a

theory has failed to

necting

unrealistic

the determi-

of contacts,

is to be considered

connecting

such connection

face difficulties

that the

The most criticized

the place where

theo-

as the "seat" of the transaction

the appropriate

establish

toward

i.e. by grouping

connection

and, in its practical
tifying

however,

that will prevail

the "most real connection"

which

conflicts

has always been the method

make such determination,
ultimately,

will reveal,

law 9)

of a single proper

the English

7).

to the "most real

under English

has always been directed

legal transaction

manner

one might also have the impression

theory developed

A closer

that does

one of those

to the proper

as a unity,

and

law as

this theory

16
avoids

the possibility

issues which

to split a transaction

to be subjected

to different

into separate

laws

~

13l_)

(depe9age)

The 2nd Restatement,
lize such "counting
also incorrect
weighing"

to assume

issues

accordance
stantive

larly

in international
where

agreements

to different

mentioned,

B.

in many

sub-

is not inconsistent
practices,

particu-

assistance

some parts of their

laws or legal systems

15).

other approaches

will be

in this chapter will use the 2nd

and the Proper

Express

Choice

Law of Contract

of Law Stipulation

§ 186 of the 2nd Restatement
generally

in

as a framework.

Party Autonomy
a.

subject

instances

of the 2nd

to some extent opens the

contractual

the parties

discussion

Restatement

law applicable

to particular

loan and development

agreements

Although

importance

which practice

transnational

to the

should be evaluated

14). Such attitude

of depe9age,

with current

in light of

contrary

a single proper

points

to their relative

possibility

it is

to deal with

has not been the main objective

All contact

areas

designed

again, be interpreted

determining

to a transaction

Therefore

that it is simply a "contacts

set out in § 6. Moreover,

concept,

Restatement.

contacts".

Its provisions

should,

the directives
English

of physical

approach.

specific

on the other hand, does not uti-

accepted

principle

reflects

of party autonomy

the

to make

an

17
express

choice

of law

to govern their contract.

tions here are whether

the court will recognize

choice

of law~)

the parties,

choice

limited.

Consequently,

are: what

law should be applied

not recognized
any express

Basically,
action

can be divided

contract,
parties
selves

which

and upheld

of defining

likely to be related

which generally

lie

the effective-

choice of law are usually

of law stipulation
or interpreting

This is also true because

expectations

public policy
the general

of "filling

Such a view is reflected

and use

the terms of

with those kind of issues are

to the parties

and, therefore,

2nd Restatement

them-

to the validity

issue is concerned,

the choice

Terms dealing

the main purpose

of the

that is to say that a court will usually

it for the purpose

contract,

of the

capacities.

ness and the range of the parties'

a contract.

by parties

trans-

firstly

capacity

issues that relate

contractual

As far as the former

issues,

the contractual

of the contract

the parties'

recognize

have not made

and interpretation

can be resolved

and secondly

not restricted,

choice were

out of a contractual

into two separate

lie within

and enforceability
beyond

arising

the construction

and usually
16);

if the parties'

of law.

problems

issues concerning

is such

that may arise

by the court or if the parties

choice

such express

and to what extent
other problems

The ques-

under the

is rarely

involved.

law of contracts

has

in the gaps" 17)

in subsection

which provides

that

:

(1)

of § 187 of the

18
The law of the state chosen by the parties to govern
their contractual rights and duties will be applied if the
particular issue is one what the parties could have resolved
by an explicit provision in their agreement directed to that
issue.
,
/

Generally

speaking,

for permitting
certain

tract,

the parties

provision

Therefore,

this sub-section

provides

to incorporate

from foreign

in considering

a means

by reference

to

law into their agreement

a choice of law clause

a court must first determine

whether

the issue is or can be left to the control

18).

in a con-

under local law
of the par-

ties 19)
In issues concerning
restrictions

to the parties'

to be necessary.
er the parties
provision

which

the contract
begins

validity

There

and enforceability,

autonomy

is even some theoretical

are allowed

to stipulate

can, eventually,

itself, bearing

of some reasonable

relation

to neutralize

under the concept

contract"

developed

parties had in fact reached

by the law that will be ascertained
proper law of contract,

assuming

tion has been effectively

created

the existence
§ 187

such doubt. Alter-

the question

an agreement

20).

the chosen

choice,

of "the putative

in England,

itself

created

between

proving

basis for the parties'

natively,

or invalidate,

was validly

or otherwise

offers the best compromise

doubt wheth-

in mind that stipulation

a substantial

law and the transaction,

deemed

a choice of law

validate,

to exist after the contract

By requiring

are, however,

proper

law of

of whether

the

should be governed

objectively

as the

that the contract
21). Nevertheless,

~n questhe

19
main reason

for such limitations

possibility

for the parties

ble local law" q~)validity
wholly

unrelated

law 22).

ble to conclude
recognized

to evade "the otherwise
and subject

by a court, unless

or substantial

or to the issues

in question.

play,

significant
action,

to the parties

relationships?

the

This is, among

factor come into

these factors may include any

fact that create

or an aspect

it does not bear

relationship

where the connecting
speaking,

should be

How can a court determine

of such significant

and, roughly

to a

Thus, on that basis it is reasona-

some significant

other circumstances,

the

applica-

their contract

that a choice of law stipulation

and upheld

existence

has been to alleviate

a legal link between

the trans-

With regard to

of it, and a state.

transactions

of an interstate

or international

character,

is necessary

to see the idea of "the otherwise

applicable

local law" as any law that bears some significant
stantial

relationship

Furthermore,

to the transaction

a restricted

that has some significant
will also prevent
position
benefit

relationship

it in a situation

particularly,
contracts
negotiated

would benefit

in conflict

which usually
instrument

tracts usually

to the law of a place
with the transaction

the applicable

where

stipulate

bargaining

law that would

in the absence

of such

the other party. This occurs,

cases that involves

lack certain

24),

or sub-

23)

a party with an advantageous

from predetermining

predetermination

choice

it

qualities

International
an express

adhesion
of a freely

standardized

con-

choice of the applicable

20
law, so that, practically,
a real choice

the adhering

about the matter.

not be said to have ~xpressly

Hence,

party does not have
such a party could

agreed to such a choice.

In

~_/I

practice,

however,

adhering

courts

tend to provide

party by recognizing

lation may be uphold,
vorable
equality

of economic

party.

power,

that it would not be unfaIn other words,

unless

tal to the adhering
In general,
to choose
beyond

the applicable

their contractual

in-

negotiaof law

of it will be detrimen-

25).

while maintaining

of the 2nd Restatement

the right of the parties

law with regard to issues that go
capacities,

subsection

(2) of § 187

does set forth some restrictions

party autonomy

to choose

the subsection

provides

(2)

void the choice

the recognition
party

simple

and lack of reciprocal

tion as such do not automatically
stipulation,

to the

that the choice of law stipu-

providing

to the adhering

protection

the applicable

on

law. In this respect

that

The law of the state chosen by the parties to govern
their contractual rights and duties will be applied,
even if the particular issue is one which the parties
could not have resolved by an explicit provision in
their agreement directed to that issue, unless either
(a)

the chosen state has no substantial relationship to the parties or the transaction and
there is no other reasonable basis for the
parties choice, or

(b)

application of the law chosen state would be
contrary to a fundamental policy of a state
which has a materially greater interest than
the chosen state in the determination of the
particular issue and which, under the rule of
§ 188, would be the state of the applicable
law in the absence of an effective choice of
law by the parties.

-

21
A significant
this respect
recognize

feature of the 2nd Restatement

is the use of the "reasonable

the partY'~choice

basis"

in

test to

toward a law of the state which

,,~--_/

does not have a substantial
tion 26).
basis

But, assuming

for the parties'

relationship

that there
choice,

that one party's

law stipulation

was procured

undue

influence

the case, the court
law stipulation,

consent

through

The parties'

is empowered

law stipulation

in an adhesion

familiarity

persists

whether

the validity
contract,

on applying

contractual

practice.

into the fundamental
than the one chosen

stipulation
policies

of

test
and,

in international

other important

187 of the 2nd Restatement

ing a choice-of-law

basis"

in contracts,

such a test will be acceptable

before,

a court may

the protection-of-the-

the scope of party autonomy

As it was mentioned

with that

or should a court,

apparently,

§.

of

unrelated

of a choice

test. At any rate, this "reasonable

does broaden

If this is

the choice

basis to resort to a possibly

to determine

forth in

27).

such as

use other means to deter-

It is not so clear, however,

on such cases,

means,

of

law.

apply this test

adherent

improper

to invalidate

law may be that they have greater
law 28).

to the choice

or misrepresentation

and accordingly

mine the applicable

is such a reasonable

a court should also consider

the possibility

duress,

to the transac-

feature

set

is that in recogniz-

a court should also look

and interests

by the parties.

of a state other

It is important

to note

22
that this provision
cies and interests
state whose

does not exclusively

refer to the poli-

of the forum, but also to that of the

law would be the proper

law of the contract,

or

'-'I

perhaps,

"the proper

effective

choice

To a certain
the importance
may influence

extent,

in the absence

policies

is a substantial

difference

law. In choice
interests

approach,

has been to promote

of each jurisdiction

should

be taken

and developed

application

of rules

goals of

the governmental

involved

in having

The ultimate

thus, to insure

that a law will be applied

because

so a substantial

in doing

as an

of the

the societal

making,

into account.

interest

30).

the main objective

of law decision

that

of objective

and that of the government

of the rigid and mechanical

analysis

indicates

of a choice of law stipula-

from the 2nd Restatement,

in the traditional
interest

clearly

or interests

29) or the "lex fori" approach

antithesis

of an

.

this provision

the effectiveness

Different

applied

by the parties

this approach

analysis

the issue",

of governmental

tion. But, there
between

law~f

societal

their law
goal is,

to an issue
objective

sought

by the government

will be achieved.

basically

to apply only its own law, a party to a

contract

obliged
retains

the burden

And since the court

is

to prove that it is appropriate

for the court not to do so. In displacing

its own law with

foreign laws, the court must then examine

the policies

the different

laws seek to implement

31)

that

23
The advancement

of governmental

may be ideal in some instances,
and matrimonial

cases.

It is doubtful,

avoidance
volved

is the ultimate
The initial

32).

mentioned

before,

expectations
though

transactions,

expectation

has been to protecting

limitations

in private

where conflict

such parties'

transactions,

on party autonomy

usually

recognized.

From this point of attitude

obvious

that the 2nd Restatement,

provides

choice

such a harmonizing
of law principles

decision

the decisive

on the presented

In contrast,
ing conflict

private

policy

drafters

it seems

thanks

33),

range of possibilities
on which a choice of law

analysis

as a means of solvwith the need

transactions.

From a

it would also be too difficult

and governmental

to

issue could be based.

in contractual

always

are

set out in § 6 which

issues seems to be incompatible

viewpoint,

accurately

policy

the interest

to avoid conflicts
practical

interests

at least in the field of

a court with a considerable

in determining

contract

societal

al-

in order to

or to promote

the general

in-

law, as it was

individuals

endorses

that

issues and

protect

contracts,

whether

of the parties

goal of contract

as they engage

judicial

however,

contractual

~,

with commercl~l

interest

such as in torts or marriage

is also the case with regarding
particularly

or societal

to consider
interests.

the balance

for any

between

As Prof. Delaume

has

put it 34):

Conflict avoidance and functional analysis are mutually
exclusive. The one begs for certainty, or at least
predictability
of results. The other strives for high

24

ideals of justice or the advancement of, as yet undefined and not necessarily concordant, government interests. It leaves the ultimate answer to the discretion
of the court, which, however eager they may be to seize
this new opportunity, may nevertheless feel somewhat
safer by buttressing their decisions with considerations of a more cl~sical
character, including the
grouping of contac~s within the applicable legal system.
Another

important

of Prof. Ehrenzweig,
core of the theory

approach

developed

is the "lex fori" approach
is based on the principle

of law must be based on interpretation
rule of the forum which
an interpretation
foreign

that there

does not result

ble choice
originate

ping. That

"proper

law or the applica-

rules are local law that
that, it is admitted

only if it has legitimate

that

to exercise

interests

If it has such interests,

in

it is a

and thus can apply its law as the "proper

law". Once the forum has a legitimate
order to formulate

new ('true") choice

should look at the policies
Despite

of the

or case-law,

is why a court should be encouraged

forum",

If such

to the forum law can lead to forum shop-

its law applied.

approach,

substantive

statutory

the applicable

of law rules. Conflict

its jurisdiction
having

of the

in the application

seldom exist overriding,

to prefer

that any change

is based on the presumption

in the forum. Realizing

tendency

The

35).

rule of the forum applies as

law. This theory

rules which predetermines

the works

a party seeks to displace.

rule, the substantive

the residuary

through

its complicated

it is acknowledged

underlying

jurisdiction,
of law rules,

and in
it

the lex fori.

and, apparently
in this theory

circular

36)

that, as far as

25
contractual
always

issues are concerned,

been the presumption

party

autonomy,

choose

parties

the applicable

the controlling

policy has

that, based on the principle

are endowed

law to govern

with the freedom

of

to

their transaction.

Where

\,

such an express
justified

choice

of la~As

expectations

absent,

of the parties,

to apply the law that would uphold
dating

the policy has been

the contract

(the vali-

law 37).

Although
usually

questions

appears

on the presumption

from their conduct,

question

of whether

express

dating

there is, however,

such a presumption

choice

intention

also applies

of law stipulation

mutual-mistake
determined
rationale

through
behind

this attitude

position

position

39).

factor,

in determining

that a

as a

law will be

of law rules. The
to broaden

expectations,

the

particular-

in good faith and under equal bar-

This also supports

to treat the presumption

er connecting
factors,

is perhaps

of the parties

ly when they negotiated

suggests

the applicable

the use of other choice

scope of protection

gaining

38)

would have

law should be treated

and, therefore,

to cases

refers to an invali-

§ 187 of the 2nd Restatement

to an invalidating

is

a disturbing

law, while under other law the contract

been valid.
choice

on validity

in cases where the parties

inferred

where

in order to protect

the 2nd Restatement

of validity

just as anoth-

to be taken into account
the most significant

with other

relationship.

26
b.

The Proper Law of ContTact
Express Choice of Law
This ch~pter

out of contracts
the express

of the parties

l~w. Some complications
such validly
absent.

construed

issues,

protect

justified

general

tendency

contract

to choose

through

the applicable

stipulation

of the applicable

it is useful

consistent

to restate

with the general

expectations

of the parties,

when

law is

that in
objective

to

there is the

to apply the law that will uphold

the

40)

The problem
factors

is realized

of

arising

will likely to arise, however,

In this respect,

contractual

has focused on problems

where party autonomy

conduct

In the Absence

here is, basically,

to be taken into account

cient connection

between

hand. Since the creation

the problem

here, unless

of international

Some commentators
this respect

suggest

objectives

plished by attempting

whether

on the

of issue-

We will not, however,
it is necessary

within

twofold.

issue In

One can ask whether

are more likely to be accomthe contract

the law of particular

differ, and thus encourages
alternatively,

depends

that the fundamental

to localize

ticular issue as to which

a suffi-

sale of goods contract.

is alternatively

the contractual

the

law and the issue at

of such connection

will be inevitable.

deal with this problem
the context

in establishing

a (validating)

type of issue in question,
characterization

in determining

or the parstates

issue-characterization;

the contractual

objectives

or,
are more

27
likely

to be accomplished

by resolving

case-by-case

basis with reference

and fairness

to the parties

The former approach

prefers

of the most significant

using

factual

appropriate,
spect,

of the parties
implicatively

The Uniform
a somewhat

to the issue by

as a whole.

So, in this re-

the justified

may be served by localizing

to be applied

to be applied

expectations

the law that was

or would have been

by the parties.

Commercial

similar

the law of the

with the issue at hand or, when

of protecting

intended

consideration

to localize

relationship

with the contract

the policy

intended

42)

to policy

on

41).

place

contacts

the question

fashion.

Code deals with this problem

in

§ 1-105 of the Code provides

that:
[W]hen a transaction bears a reasonable relation
to this State and also to another State or nation the
parties may agree that the law either of this State or
such other State or Nation shall govern the right and
duties. Failin~ such a~reement this Act applies to
transact~on bearin~ an appropriate relation to this
State 43 .
Thereby,

under this section,

UCC) presented

with an interstate

goods litigation,
reasonable
clear

I

The official

(which enacted

or international
the existence

relation

fact that a suit is brought

/\

sale of

of some

relat ion" exist.

to the DCC does indicate

it appropriate

the

to it. It is not so

when does such "appropriate

comment

" ...[T]he mere

state."

signify

and appropriate

however,

not make

should

a court

that :

in a state does

to apply the substantive

law of that

I

; nor do th-e facts that the parties

have clearly

28
contracted

on the basis of other law, or where the lex loci

contractus

and the lex loci solutionis

contrary

to the law under

Dee

while

the

apply

its own (version

of the

signify

for resolving

issues, which,

for a court to know the policy

behind

applying

in doing

providing

It will be difficult

every particular

law.

in apply-

state has some real interest
recognize

in

such foreign

that it does not have greater

interest

so.

In contract

cases,

however,

the policies

legitimate

expectations

and insuring

commercial

transactions

are usually

This is more so in cases
contracts

either

that it will act according-

its law, the forum would

interest,

in fact, is more

the forum has real interest

when another

45).

approach

of strong policies
states.

ing its law, it can be expected
ly. Similarly,

that

of such a relation

is to use a case-by-case

of the forum or other concerned

whenever

that the forum can

to it, it is not clear which

with the implementation

In practice,

Thus,

law to a contract

the existence

conflictual

and are

of the forum 44).

Dee)

relation"

The other possibility

concerned

Dee

rule is clear on its notion

bears an "appropriate
facts should

the

coincides

46)

or cases

involving

involving

of protecting

predictability
of paramount

interstate

Statute

in

importance.

insurance

of Frauds

limita-

tions 47).
Bearing

the above trends

in mind,

§ 188(2) of the 2nd

Restatement in conjunction with § 6 does offer the best
0
solution to the problem by providing the criteria to be used

29

in establishing

the significant

the transaction

and in determining

to be applied
Since

tional

the list of connecting

however,

tional practice.

should

Leistun~"

theory

of an express

choice

of the party whose

transaction

characterize

loan agreement,
will characterize
be applied
seller's

method

rather

should be the proper
this approach
law approach

a

is the one

in the

a court

or principal

site of
in the

. In an international

since the role of the lender
the law of that party will

law of contract.

Also,

performance

and therefore

it is the

that character-

the law of the former

law of the contract.

or test avoids

It is said that

the uncertainty

of the proper

49)

The Proper
Contract.

Law of International

As it was mentioned
international

factor

role, right and duties

than the buyer's

ize a sale agreement,

some addi-

known as "die charak-

residence,

the contract

it is

to establish

of law stipulation,

the agreement,

as the proper

in nature,

Under this theory,

48).

for instance,

for in

known in interna-

a law and a contract

look at the habitual

business

C.

that are already

in some civil law countries,

teristische
absence

factors provided

when appropriate,

The most important

between

developed

a place and
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(44) See Official

comment

(2) to

§

1-105,

id, at 32.
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(45) The official comment of the DCC does, however, indicate
that the question of what relation is "appropriate" is left
to judicial decisions, and in doing so courts are permitted
to depart from the established precedent on similar situations.
Comment (3) of § 1-105 stated that:
3.
When a transaction has significant contacts with a
state which enacted the (DCC) Act and also with other
jurisdictions, the question what relation is "appropriate" is left to judicial decision. In deciding that
question, the court not strictly bound by precedents
established in other contexts. Thus a conflict-of-Iaws
decision refusing to apply a purely local statute or
rule of law of a particular multi-state transaction may
not be valid precedent to apply the Code in an analogous situation. Application of the Code in such circumstance may be justified by its comprehensiveness,
by
the policy of uniformity, and by the fact that it is in
large part a reformulation and restatement of the law
merchants and of the understanding of a business community which transcends state and even national boundaries ...
(46) See e.~., Allstate Insurance Co.Ltd v. Sutlam, 349
NYS2d 550, 76 Misc.2d 87 (1973); The Forum apply its own law
to determine the insurer's right to rescind the contract;
Nelson v. Aetna Life Insurance Co., 359 F.Supp. 271 (WD MO
1973); The forum applied its own law and invalidated a
suicide exclusion clause otherwise valid under the law
expressly chosen in the contract; Breedin~ v. Mass Indemnity
& Life Ins.Co., 633 SW2d 717 (KY 1982); The forum applied
its own law and disallowed the insurer's defense to exclude
its liability stipulated in the insurance contract on ground
that the insured was not furnished with a copy of the contract required by the law of the forum, but not by the
chosen law.
(47) See e.~., International Plannin~ Ltd. v. Daystrom, Inc.
24 NY2d 372, 248 NE2d 576 (1969), the forum applied its own
law prohibiting oral contracts in order to promote the
reputation of forum's state as an international business
center and to protect out-of-state parties; Cook Associates,
Inc. v. Colonial Broach & Machines Co., 14 Ill.App. 3d 965,
304 NE2d 27 (1973); The Forum enforced a contract concluded
by telephone, although under other closely related foreign
law such contract has to be made in writing.
(48) Developed by SCHNITZER, see ~enerallv, SCHNITZER,
Handbuch des Internationales Privaatrechts, Band I, Verla~
fUr Recht und Gesellschaft (1957), at 57 et seq.
(49) See ~enerally, EHRENZWEIG & JAYME, supra, at 36, 37.
This test is also recognized in the European Convention on
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the Law Applicable to Contractual Obligations (Rome 1980)
and Private International Law Convention on the Applicable
Law to Contracts for the International Sales of Goods (the
Hague, 1955).
(50)

S upra,

at P 3 .

(51) Prof. Delaume stated that:
" ...After all, contracts are concluded in the expectation of performance and rare are the cases in which
conflicts niceties are of such paramount importance as
to become the decisive factor determination in the
resolution of contractual disputes.", DELAUME, Law and
Practice of Transnational Contracts, supra, at 5.
(52)Under the traditional approach based on "vested rights"
presumptions,
the law of the place of contracting was considered as the only applicable law to govern matters concerning validity of a contract, and could be separated from
issues concerning performance which can be subjected to the
lex loci solutionis. But under the more recent theories such
separation has been abandoned.
It has been stated that:
"Only vested rights thinking separated validity and
performance, a distinction which, as to conflicts, has
been discredited in many countries. Thus issues such as
discharge by operation of law or by rescission, and the
consequences of a breach are subject to the law applicable to the underlying obligation. Where the stipulated law does not coincide with the lex loci solutionis, this law may be taken into account as a local
datum."
See, EHRENZWEIG & JAYME, supra. at 52. 53.
(53) See ~enerally,

DELAUME,

supra, at § 1.02, p 4.

(54) See, e.~., Re~er v. National Association of Beddin~
Manufacturers,
83 Misc.2d 527, 372 N.Y.S. 624, 632 (D.Nev.
1975); MGM Grand Hotel, Inc. v. Imperial Glass Co., 65
F.R.D. 624, 632 (D.Nev. 1974).
(55)

See, for instance,

DELAUME,

supra, at 32, 33.

(56) The tendency to see the issue as substantive as well as
conflictual in nature and thus to be resolved by the use of
a single rule is somewhat misleading. As part of substantive
rules theories on formation of contracts has been developed
to protect
parties from uncertainties, while as a conflictual matter, it is more concerned with the determining of
the localization of the place of contracting. The place of
acceptance of an offer, which is the place where the
conclusive act is necessary to create a binding contract
becomes the place where the contract was made.
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The defendant, an English company, had sent a letter to
the plaintiffs, a Swiss company, offering to appoint
the plaintiffs as their sale agent in Switzerland. The
plaintiffs alleged that by a subsequent letter they had
accepted the offer and that, by selling goods through
another Swiss firm, the defendants had broken the
contract. The Court held that there was no evidence
that the letter had been posted, but considered nevertheless, the issues that would arise if the letter had
been mailed even it had never been received by the
offeror.
[t]he Court found that, as the offer had
been communicated in Switzerland and the contract was
to be performed in that country, the putative proper
law of the contract would have been Swiss law. Since
under Swiss law there was no contract, the plaintiffs'
claim could no t succeed. ,.
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(60) It would be even better, as it was suggested earlier,
to take advantage of the inexhaustive nature of § 188 and
consider the possibility to employ "die charakteristische
Leistung" rule as an additional connecting factor. Supra, at
p. 28. However, the use of the above connecting factor
should also be subjected to exception in favor of the law of
the buyer's habitual residence, if the contract was
negotiated and concluded between parties present there, or
expressly required delivery there, or resulted from a call
for tenders by the buyer.
(61) If, for instance, a Dutch party is in dispute with an
Italian party. Dutch court found that the contract was most
closely connected
with Italian law and, consequently,
referred to that law as the proper law. In doing so, however, the court looked at the Italian conflict of laws rules
which provides that a contract
is subjected to the locus
contractus, which in this case is the Netherlands. By accepting
the remission, the court then apply Dutch substantive law to resolve the case.
(62)

See. for instance,

§ 2-201 of the Uniform

Commercial

Code.
(63) See. for instance, Paulsen v. Shapiro, 490 F.2d 1 (7th
Cir. 1973); Denny v. American Tobacco Co., 308 F.Supp. 21923 (N.D.Cal. 1970); Ehrman v. Cook Electric. Co., 468
F.Supp. 101 (N.D. III, 1979).
(64) See, Global Commerce Corporation S.A. v. Clark Babbit
Industries, 239 F.2d 716 (2d Cir. 1956); Nakjleh v. Chemical
Construction Corporation, 359 F.Supp. 357 (S.D.N.Y. 1973);
Paulsen v. Shapiro, 490 F.2d. 1 (7th Cir. 1973).
(65) The indirect application of international conventions
will also occur, particularly where the lex loci solutionis
happens to be the law of a contracting state to the said
convention.
(66) Reference to international usages of trade may occur in
instances where the law with which the transaction has the
most significant relationship happens to be silent on the
issue at bar.
(67) See § 188(2), comment e.
Note also that the place of performance can bear little
weight in the choice of the applicable law when (1) at the
time of contracting it is either unknown or uncertain, or
when (2) performance by a party is to be divided more or
less equally among two or more states with different local
rules as to the particular issue. Apparently, if the latter
is the case, the proper law should be determined in accordance to §§ 187, 188 of the 2nd Restatement.
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(68)
See ~enerally,
and 53.

EHRENZWEIG

& JAYME, supra, at 9,10,52

******************

III. INTERNATIONAL
TIONAL LAW
A.

SALE OF GOODS TRANSACTIONS
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ENDNOTES
(1) See SCHMITTHOFF, Nature and Evolution of the Transnational Law of Commercial Transactions, in HORN & SCHMITTHOFF
(eds.), The Transnational Law of International Commercial
Transactions
«1982),
at 19.
(2) Under the market economy system the ultimate goal will
be the desire of the individual party to make a profit or to
avoid losses; while such similar goals might also prevail
under the centrally planned economic systems, they may well
be influenced by the need to comply with the overall economic plan of the government. See further, HORN & SCHMITTHOFF,
id, at 21(3) See. e.~., The Uniforms Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits (ICC Pub. Nr. 400, 1983); Incoterms (ICC
pub. Nr. 350, 1980); In other fields of commercial transactions, see e.~., General Conditions Applicable to Loan and
Guarantee Agreements (World Bank, 1980); Uniform Rules for
Contract Guarantees (ICC pub. nr. 325, 1978).
(4) In general, the relevant conventions that covers both
substantive and conflictual issues in international sales
transactions include :
a.

The Hague Conventions of 1964 on Uniform Law on the
International Sale of Goods and on Uniform Law on the
Formation of Contracts for International Sale of Goods
(hereinafter, "The Hague 1964 Conventions"); See

b.

The Hague Convention of 1955 on the Law Applicable to
International Sales of Goods (hereinafter, "The Hague
1955 Convention") which are being revised in the 1985
draft Convention on the Law Applicable to Contracts for
the International Sale of Goods (hereinafter "The Hague
1985 Draft Convention") not yet in force;
See UN
Treaty Series, Vol. 510, p.148, No. 7411 (1964).

c.

The European Community Convention on the Law Applicable
to Contractual Obligation (Rome, 1980) (hereinafter,
"the Rome 1980 Convention"); See Official Journal of
the European Communities (EC), Vol. 2, No. L.266/1
(1980).

d.

The Vienna Convention of 1980 on Contracts for the
International Sale of Goods (hereinafter, "the Vienna
1980 Convention").See
The Official Records of the
United Nations Conferences on Contract for the International Sale of Goods, Vienna, 10 March-11 April 1980,
New York (1981).
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(5)
The Hague 1985 Convention aims to replace the Hague
1955 Convention currently in force in nine states (Belgium,
Denmark, Finland, France, Italy, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland
and Nigeria), and to complement the substantive rules of the
Vienna 1980 Convention by a set of choice of law rules. See
the Introductory Note prepared for International Le~al
Materials by Professor Emmanuel Gaillard,(1985).
(6)

(1) In the interpretation of this Convention, regard
is to be had to its international character and to the
need to promote uniformity in its application and
the observance of good faith in international trade.
(2) Questions concerning matters governed by this
Convention which are not expressly settled in it are to
be settled in conformity with the general principles on
which it is based or, in the absence of such principles, in conformity with the law applicable by virtue
of the rules of private international law.

(7) Although par.1 of Article 7 mentions the elements of
interpretation and the general goal to be achieved, ,that is,
the promotion of uniformity in the application of the Convention, it does not say anything about the ways and means
to achieve that end. See, PAUL VOLKEN, The Vienna Convention:Scope. Interpretation. and Gap Fillin~, in PAUL VOLKEN
AND PETAR SARCEVIC (eds.), International Sale of Goods.
Dubrovnik Lectures (1982),
at 39.
Differences of attitude toward methods of interpretation of statutory provisions within common law and civil law
traditions will eventually bring about the problem of how
should a court interpret the language and the terms used in
the Convention. It appears that such an interpretation will
always be greatly influenced by the prevailing method known
to a national court.
(8)
See Kastely, Unification and Community: A Rhetorical
Analysis of the United Nations Sales Convention, 8 NW.
J.Int'l L. & Bus. 606. But see, WINSHIP, Commentary on
Professor Kastely's Rhetorical Analysis, id, at 635.
(9 )

Article 1 provides that :
(1) This Convention applies to contracts of sale of
goods between parties whose places of business are in
different States:
(a) when the States are Contracting States; or
(b) when the rules of private international law
lead to the application of the law of a
Contracting state.
(2) The fact that the parties have their places of
business in different States is to be disregarded
whenever this fact does not appear either from the
contract or from any dealings between, or from informa-
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tion disclosed by, the parties at any time before or at
the conclusion of the contract.
(3) Neither the nationality of the parties nor the
civil or commercial character of the parties or of the
contract is to be taken into consideration in determining the application of this Convention.
(10) The Hague 1964 Conventions use the similar test, but
also required additional tests to define the internationality of a sale contract, such as :
(a) whether the contract involves an international
shipment of the goods;
(b) whether the formation of contract (the act of
constituting the offer and acceptance) have been
effected in the territorial of different states;
or
(c) where the delivery of the goods is to be made in a
state other than the state where the formation of
contract had taken place.
See Article 1(1) sub. (a), (b) and (c).
(11) See HONNOLD, Uniform Law for International Sale Under
The 1980 United Nations Convention (1980), at 39, 40.

(12)

See Sub (l)(a) and (b) of article

1

(13)
The Vienna 1980 Convention is not concerned with issues
regarding "validity of contract", "the effect of the contract on the title to the goods", or "the liability of the
seller for death or personal injury caused by the goods to
any person". See further, infra, at p. 58.

(14) Although Professor Honnold reached the same conclusion
that a non-contracting
state forum should apply the Convention when its private international law point to a Contracting State, he based this conclusion on the analogy that sub
(l)(b) of Article 1 will also provoke the Convention
if it
is applied by the forum of any Contracting State. See HONNOLD, supra, at 82.
(15) The People'S Republic of China and the United States
have declared, under the authorization of art.95 of the
Convention, that it will not be bound by sub par.(l)(b) of
art. 1. See GABOR, Stepchild of the New "Lex Mercatoria"
:Private International Law from the United States Perspective, 8 NW. J. INT'L L. & BUS. 538, 539 (1988).
(16) United States has, in fact, made a reservation not to
be bound by sub (l)(b) of article 1. Consequently, a U.S.
court may then apply its own version of the Uniform Commercial Code but only in cases where one of the parties has its
place of business in the U.S., and under the court's choice
of law decision on the issue, U.S. law is the proper law of
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gained by the U.S. from such reservation. The rationale
behind this is, perhaps, because
the Uniform Commercial
Code is, in certain aspects, better than the comparable
substantive rules in the Vienna 1980 Convention.
(17) Art.

1 of the Hague

1955 Convention.

(18) Art. 2 of the Hague

1985 Convention.

(19) id, Art. 3.
(20) Art.

3 (1 ) of the Vienna

(21) See Sub. para.

1980 Convention.

(2)(c) of article

1.

(22) The reference to the law of either a contracting or a
non-contracting
state is implicit in the Hague 1955 Convention. In the Rome 1980 Convention and the Hague 1985 Draft
Convention this is made explicit.
Article 2 of the Rome 1980 Convention provides that :
"Any law specified by this Convention shall be applied
whether or not it is the law of a Contracting State"
Article 6 of the Hague 1985 Draft Convention provides that
"The law determined under this Convention applies,
whether or not it is the law of a Contracting State".
(23) See Art. 4 of the Vienna 1980 Convention. See also Art.
8 of the Hague 1964 Convention relating to a Uniform Law on
the International Sale of Goods which adopts a similar
attitude.
(24) The exclusion of validity is, however, further qualified by provisions regarding formal requirements, where Art.
11 of the Vienna 1980 Convention explicitly provides that:
A contract of sale need not to be concluded in or
evidenced by writing and is not subject to any other
requirement as to form. It may be proved by any means,
including witnesses.
This attitude is greatly welcomed within the practice
of international trade, where contracts are concluded in
various ways and means in which parties do not use particular form of contracts.
Unfortunately,
the applicability of Art. 11 is reservable, through the provision in Art. 96, by any Contracting
State whose Statute of Frauds legislations requires contracts of sale to be concluded in or evidenced by writing.
(25) Art. 4 (a) and (b).
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(26)

Art ..5

(27) Professor Gabor also stated that it is necessary for
the United States
to adopt the Hague 1985 Draft Convention
because :
"In the present era, the absence of one well-developed
body of private international law engenders substantial
uncertainty and legal insecurity for both United States
and foreign citizens contemplating transnational legal
relationships. The Lack of a separate body of private
international law in the United States presents a major
issue in attempts at international unification of laws
applicable to the international sale of goods."
See GABOR, supra, at 540.
(28) See Art. 2 of the Hague

1955 Convention.

(29) The relevant part of art. 3 of the Hague
tion provides that

1955 Conven-

In default of a law declared applicable by the
parties under the conditions provided in the preceding
article, a sale shall be governed by the domestic law
of the country in which the vendor has his habitual
residence at the time when he receives the order. If
the order is received by an establishment of the vendor, the sale shall be governed by the domestic law of
the country in which the establishment is situated.
Nevertheless, a sale shall be governed by the
domestic law of the country in which the purchaser has
his habitual residence, or in which he has the establishment that has given the order, if the order has
been received in such country, whether by the vendor or
by his representative,
agent or commercial traveler.
(30) Art. 6 of the Vienna

1980 Convention.

(31) See further, HUGHES, CISG - Legislative History, Contract Drafting, Remedies and Future Prospects (1988), in
HANCOCK (ed.), Guide to the International Sale of Goods
Convention, Business Laws, Inc., at 101.50.
(32) For discussion over the 2nd Restatement
Chapter 2, supra, at p 32 et seQ.

(33) Art.
that

17 of the Hague

approach,

1985 Draft Convention

see

provides

The Convention does not prevent the application of
those provision of the law of the forum that must be
applied irrespective of the law that otherwise governs
the contract.
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Art.

18 provides

that

:

The application of a law determined by the Convention
may be refused only where such application
would be
manifestly incompatible with public policy (ordre
public) .
See also, GABOR,

supra, at 545.
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ENDNOTES
(1) By January 1, 1988 number of countries that adopts the
Hague 1964 Conventions amounts to only 9 states, including
Belgium, Gambia, The Federal Republic of Germany, Israel,
Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, San Marino, and the
United Kingdom. As a comparison, seventeen countries have
signed and ratified the Vienna 1980 Convention, by the end
of 1988, including Argentina, Austria, Australia, China,
Egypt, Finland, France, Hungary, Italy, Lesotho, Mexico,
Norway, Syria, Sweden, the United States, Yugoslavia,
Zambia.
In June 1988, Professor Winship listed 10 other countries as considering to become Contracting States to the
Convention. See Winship, The International Law of Contract:
The United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (1988), quoted in Garro, Reconciliation
of Le~al Traditions in the U.N. Convention on Contracts for
the International Sale of Goods, 23 Int'l Law 445 (1988).
(2)

See further

GARRO,

at 480.

(3)
See Part V, Final Provisions, of the Vienna 1980 Convention which set the rules on reservations to the Convention.

(4) A Contracting State may make any of the following five
reservations
1.
It may declare not to be bound by either Part II
or Part III of the Convention ;
2.
It may declare that the Convention will not be
adopted does not apply to all of its territorial
units;
3.
It may decline to apply the Convention to pp~ties
of states whose legal rules are similar to or
closely related to the Convention;
4.
It may declare not to be bOllnd by provisions of
the Convention which provides that the Convention
applies when the rule of Private international law
lead to the application of the laws of a Contracting State ;
J.
It may require that all contracts and modifications to contracts be made in writing if any party
to the agreement has its place of business in that
state
(5) The 2nd Restatement approach offers greater compatibility to, for instance, the Vienna 1980 Convention to which
the U.S. is a Contracting State. At least from a theoretical
point of view, if the 2nd Restatement approach is consistently adopted in most U.S. Courts, there will be less reason
for the U.S. to declare that, under art. 95 of the Conven-
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tion, that it will not be bound by sub (l)(b) or article
of the Convention.
(6)

See, supra, at p. 62, n. 4

(7)

Art.

(8)(1) of the Hague

1

1985 Draft Convention.

(8) See also art 8(2) in which, within specific circumstances, the Hague 1985 Draft Convention gives great importance to the law of the buyer's place of business.
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